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A COMPARISON of the formulas introducing quotations of Scripture 
in the NT and in the Mishnah is both practicable and desirable. 

I t is practicable because much of both the NT and of the Mishnah reflects 
the methods of argumentation employed by those who had been reared 
and trained in orthodox Judaism of the first century. I Such an investiga
tion is also desirable in so far as it may afford an additional means of 
comparing and contrasting the habits of thought and religious presup
positions entertained by the authors of both corpora of literature. To 
the extent that such an investigation appears to be both practicable and 
desirable, to that degree it is surprising that no satisfactory treatment of 
the subject is available. True enough, there is no lack of articles and 
books on the subject of the quotations from the OT in the NT,· several 
of which deal with the formulas of quotation.3 There is, furthermore, 
at least one definitive treatment of the terminology employed by the 
Tannaim in their Scriptural exegesis, the well-known work by Wilhelm 
Bacher.4 But apparently no scholar, interested in both the NT and the 

I Although the sixty-three tractates of the Mishnah were not finally reduced to 
writing until about the close of the second century, by the Patriarch Judah (died c. 219), 
it is commonly allowed that their contents faithfully reproduce the oral teaching of the 
generations of the Tannaim, who date from about the beginning of the Christian era; 
cf. George Foot Moore, Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian Era, the Age of 
the Tannaim, I (Cambridge, 1932), 3-4. 

, For an extensive catalogue of titles of such works, reference may be made to a 
bibliographical appendix in Elwyn E. Tilden's unpublished Th.D. thesis, The Function 
of the Old Testament in the Sayings of Jesus as Recorded in the Synoptic Gospels (1945), 
pp. 296-306, which is on deposit in the Library of Princeton Theological Seminary. 

3 Notably David McCalman Turpie, The New Testament View of the Old, a Con
tribution to Biblical Introduction and Exegesis (London, 1872), Eugen Hiihn, Die alt
testamentlichen Citate und Reminiscenzen im Neuen Testamente (=Die messianischen 
Weissagungen des israelitisch-jz'idischen Volkes bis zu den Targumim, II. Teil; Tiibingen, 
1900), pp. 272-277, and, for Paul, Otto Michel, Paul und seine Bibel (=Beitriige zur 
Forderung christlicher Theologie, II. Reihe, 18. Band; Giitersloh, 1929), p. 72. 

4 Die iilteste Terminologie der judischen Schriftauslegung, ein Worterbuch dey bibel
exegetischen Kunstsprache der Tannaiten (=Die exegetische Terminologie der judischen 
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Mishnah, has heretofore undertaken a comprehensive and scientific 
comparison of the formulas of Scriptural quotations in both the NT and 

the Mishnah.s By way of making a beginning of such a study, it is the 
purpose of the present article (1) to list all of the separate formulas 
which introduce quotations of Scripture in the NT and in the Mishnah,6 

and (2) to discuss the significance of similarities and differences between 

the usages of the two corpora. 

I 

For convenience of listing, the formulas of quotation of Scripture 
will be grouped according as they are quite general, more precise, or 

specific as to author or section cited. 
By far the majority of quotations in the Mishnah are introduc~d 

by the verb i~~. It appears in the qal participle active, i~i~, with the 

Traditionsliteratur, I. Teil (Leipzig, 1899). A brief treatment of several of the formulas 
of citation may be found in Georg Aicher, Das Alte Testament in der Mischna (=Bib
lische Studien, ed. Otto Bardenhewer, XI. Band, 4. Heft; Freiburg im B., 1906), pp. 
41-44. Unfortunately Samuel Rosenblatt touches upon this subject very little in his 
Interpretation of the Bible in the Mishnah (Baltimore, 1935), pp. 24 and 35. None of these 
(or any other, so far as the present writer is aware) includes a comprehensive list of the 
formulas of quotation in the Mishnah. 

5 There is, of course, a multitude of scattered comments on individual formulas in 
every scientific commentary on the NT and on the Mishnah, notably in Hermann L. 
Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrasch 
(Miinchen, 1922-28) and in G. Beer and O. Holtzmann, Die Mischna; Text, Ubersetzung 
ttnd ausfiihrliche Erkliirung (Giessen, 1912 -). Schrenk and Kittel touch upon the sub
ject in their respective articles on 'Ypacpw and A€')'W in Kittel's Theologisches Worterbuclt, 
1,747 f. and IV, 110 f. The statement in the text above is not contradicted by the exist
ence of the volume entitled i11tv~i1 ,ElO sive BIBAO~ KA T AAAArH~ in quo secundum 
veterum theologorum hebraeomm formulas allegandi, & modos interpretandi conciliantur 
loca ex V. in N. T. allegata, auctore Guilielmo Surenhusio (Amstelaedami, 1713), for 
Surenhusius's method and purpose prevented his making a completely satisfactory 
examination of the evidence. His method, it may be remarked, was an eclectic one 
ranging over every area and date of rabbinical writings, and his purpose was to defend 
the interpretation of the apostles against the Jews of his own time, so that if blame be 
attached to the NT writers for their modes of quotation, it must equally belong to the 
Talmudical doctors. For other criticisms of Surenhusius, reference may be made to 
Thomas H. Horne, An Introduction to the Critical Study and Knowledge of the Holy 
Scriptures, 13th ed., II (London, 1872), 186-187, and Crawford H. Toy, Quotations in the 
New Testament (New York, 1884), pp. xxx-xxxi. 

6 It has not been the purpose of the author to supply an exhaustive list of all the 
passages where the formulas occur; this information can be secured from concordances 
of the Greek NT and of the Mishnah (e. g. that by Kassovsky). Consequently only a 
few passages will be cited as examples of anyone formula. 
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Scriptures implied as its subject (Pe' ah 8:9; Sheqalim 6:6; Aboth 6 :7) 

or with God implied as its subject (Sanhedrin 10:3; Makkoth 3 :15, see 
Samuel Krauss's note in the Giessen edition). The verb is occasionally 

preceded by ~~il (Yebamoth 6:6; Sanhedrin 10:3) or by ~m 1~1 ("and 
likewise it [or he] says," Ta'anith 4:8; Nedarim 9:10; Qiddushin 4:14), 

or yet again by ~m '1tj ("Lo, it says," Makkoth 3 :15). Sometimes an 

adversative expression is used, as •••• ~~t$ .•. i~'~ 1J'/:$ ("It does not 
say ... , but ... ," Sanhedrin 4:4). The introductory word may be an 

interrogative, i~i~ m~ ("What does it say?" Qiddushin 4:14 bis). By 
far the largest number of instances of formulas containing i~~ involve 
the niph'al form, i~~~ (Nazir 9:5; Sanhedrin 6:4; I;Iullin 8:4, etc. etc.), 
translated by Canon Danby in his Oxford edition of the Mishnah, "It 

is written." Most frequent of all is the expression i~~~~ (Makkoth 3 :13; 
Shabbath 9:1,2,3,4,6; Yom a 1:1, and more than 300 other examples), 

rendered variously by Danby, "as it is written," "for it is written," and 
the like. As with the active form, the subject may be either the Scrip

tures or God. Like the active form, it is also elaborated adversatively, 

.... ~?~ ... i~~~ ~', ("it is not said ... , but ... ," Shebi'ith 9:2; 
Ta'anith 2:1), or in other ways which make the reference more pointed, 

as i~~~ il! '.ll ("of such itis said," Pe'ah 8:9; Sukkah 2 :6; Sanhedrin 3 :7), 

i~~~ ir-'.ll (Yebamoth 9:6), or i~~~~ t:nrt)~ ("because it is said," Bik
kurim 1:2 bis), or i~~~~ S1'it?i~~ ("by inference from what is said," 
Sanhedrin 1 :6). The interrogative formula appears in two forms, ilii? 
i~~~ ("why is it said .... ?" Sanhedrin 1 :6) and i~~~ ilii? 1:P, c~ ("if so, 
why is it said ... ?" Pesabim 9:1; Makkoth 1 :6). 

In a chain of quotations, frequently the passive form appears first 

followed by the active form linked by the simple connective, ••. i~~~~ 

.... i~'~l (Sanhedrin 1 :4; Aboth 6:7). 

Occasionally the Mishnah employs the word i=tl to introduce a 

quotation, as i=tl? (Shabbath 8:7) and ilJ~ i=tl ("another saying is," 
Sanhedrin 4:4; Makkoth 1 :9).7 

The introductory formulas in the NT which involve a verb of saying 

are more varied than those in the Mishnah, no doubt because the Greek 
language is correspondingly richer in verbs of saying than is Hebrew; 

thus CPr](1[v (I Cor 6 16, with 0 8€6s understood as the subject), AE"(H 

7 Though not a formula introducing a quotation, the following comment in Baba 
Qamma 5:7 is also apposite, i11i1~ :Hl1fiJ '~1~ ~ht 
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(Rom 15 10), ~PP€(Jr] (Matt 527), Etpr]TaL (Luke 4 12), ~V T0 A€'YEaBaL 

(Heb 3 15), and KaTa TO Elpr]jt€VOV (Rom 418). As i:ti. is used in the 
Mishnah, so 0 M'Yos (John 437), 0 M'Yos o15Tos (Rom 9 9), and 0 
M'Yos 0 'YE'YpajtjtEvos (I Cor 15 54) appear in the NT. The one speaking 
is identified as God, Ka(Jws El7rEV 0 (JEOS (II Cor 6 16), OUK &'VE'YVWTE 
TO pr](Jev Vjt~V V7rO TOU (JEOU A€'YOVTOS as a question (Matt 2231), and 
the Holy Spirit, Ka(Jws A€'YEL TO 7rVEUjta TO a'Ywv (Heb 3 7). With the 

last may be compared l.o1~~7i Wl.PiJ tt~i ("the Holy Spirit proclaims 
to them," Sotah 9:6). 

Once Paul refers to the Scriptures as though to a book of oracles, 
TL A€'YEL 0 XPr]jtaTUTjtOS; (Rom 11 4). In addition to a prefixed formula 
of quotation, Paul occasionally ~dds within or at the end of the quotation 
the words A€'YEL KVPWS (Rom 1,3 19; I Cor 1421; II Cor 6 17). 

The Mishnah employs the root :::m.:::l in both nominal and verb~l 
forms in referring to the Scriptures. Thus i7:1i~ :JmfiJ ("the Scripture 

says," Yebamoth 4:4 tris) , ••• i~i~ '!Jt$ :Jm-1' ... i~i~ '!J~ :Jmf 
("one verse of Scripture says ... and another ... ," Danby's rendering 
of 'Arakin 8:7) and :J'l:1~' ("that which is written," Aboth 6:10, four 
times). Unmistakably p~rsonalized is :JmfiJ "~ll i1~~7¢ ("the Scripture 
reckons it unto him," Aboth 3:2). The NT authors allow themselves 
more freedom in attributing personality to the Scriptures than do the 
Tannaim. Not only are verbs of speaking used, as in the Mishnah, such 

as ~ 'Ypacf>* A€'YEL (Jas 45, 6) and AE'YEL ~ 'Ypacf>~ (Rom 1011), TL ~ 
'Ypacf>~ A€'YEL; (Rom 43) and TL AE'YEL ~ 'Ypacf>~; (Gal 430), Ka(Jws El7rEV 
~ 'Ypacf>~ (John 7 38), OUX ~ 'Ypacf>~ El7rEV as a question (John 7 42), ET€pa 
'Ypacf>~ AE'YEL (John 1937), but the power of foreseeing the future is also 

attributed to the OT, as 7rpo'iooucra ~ 'Ypacf>* .•. 7rPOEVr]'Y'YEALcraTo 
(Gal 3 8). Perhaps there should also be added here the personification 
of a Scriptural word as "Consolation" or "Exhortation," EKA€Ar]cr(JE 
TfjS 7rapaKMcrEws, nns vjt~v .•• OLaA€'YETaL (Heb 12 5), as well as the 
placing of Mosaic words into the mouth of "Righteousness-which-is-by
faith," ~ of. ~K 7rLcrTEWS oLKawcrvvr] Oi)TWS A€'YEL (Rom 10 6). 

A type of formula which appears not infrequently in the NT is that 
which involves the perfect tense of 'Ypacf>w. Often 'YE'Ypa7rTaL stands 
alone (Matt 4 4; Rom 12 19; I Pet 1 16), or is preceded by Oi)TWS (Luke 
2446, I Cor 1545), by Ka(Jws (Acts 15 15; Rom 117), by KafJa7rEp (Rom 
34; 1015), by &crTE (I Cor 107), by 7rEpL 015 (Matt 1110; Luke 727), 
and, as a question, by ou (Mark 1117). 
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The perfect passive participle appears in such combinations as ~v 
'YE'Ypajtjt€vov (Luke 4 17), TO 'YE'Ypajtjt€VOV TOUTO (Luke 20 17), KaTa 
TO 'YE'Ypajtjt€VOV (II Cor 413), and 0 M'Yos 0 'YE'Ypajtjt€VOS (I Cor 
15 53). 

Likewise the noun 'Ypacf>~ is used in the following combinations not 
hitherto listed: KaTa T~V 'Ypa'l'~v (J as 2 8), 7rEPL€XEL EV 'Ypa'l'V (I Pet 
26), tva ~ 'Ypa'l'~ 7rAr]PW(JV (John 1318, 1712), tva TEAELW(JV ~ 'Ypacf>~ 
(John 1938), and, as questions, ovoe T~V 'Ypa'l'*v TavTr]v &'V€'YVWTE 
(Mark 12 10), OVO€7rOTE aV€'YVWTE ~V Ta~s 'Ypa'l'a~s (Matt 21 42), and 
OUK [OVOE7rOTE] aV€'YvwTE (Matt 194; 2116). 

Very rarely the pi'el of the verb I:::np, "to establish, fulfill," introduces 

a quotation, as C'~:R c'::;ml.=? '~~ ("both Scriptures are fulfilled," Sheqa
lim 6 :6) and ~7i~~ ("thou hast fulfilled," Baba Qamma 3:9 bis). 

Two indefinite expressions which occur infrequently in the Mishnah 

are i7:1~~ i:tf ~·'i.:n ("But was it not once said ... ?" N azir 9 :5) and 
i~i~ ~1i11?iJ~~ ("and elsewhere it says," Sotah 6:3). The only book in 
the NT which contains examples of this quite indefinite type of formula 
is Hebrews. In this document the place of origin of quotations is twice 
indicated by the indefinite word "somewhere": oLEjtapTvparo oe 7rOV 
ns AE'YWV (Heb 2 6, where the subject is a human being) and Etpr]KEV 
'Yap 7rOV (Heb 44, where the subject is God).8 

The prepositions --¥ (Sukkah 13:9), .~ (Pesabim 5:7), ·1~ (Bikkurim 
3:6), and '11 (Pesabim 10:6), are used to introduce a quotation. The 
conjunction 1 connects quotations. Somewhat similar in brevity of 
formula is the use of the definite article TO (Matt 1918; Rom 13 9) to 
introduce a quotation in the NT, and the use of 7raALV to link a subse
quent quotation to an earlier one (Rom 15 10-12). The conjunction 'Yap 
(Rom 2 24) or TO 'Yap (Rom 13 9), as well as jtEVOUV'YE (Rom 10 18) and 
Ka(Jws (Gal 3 6), appear in Paul's writings. 

The question 7rWS ava'YLvwcrKELs (Luke 1026) finds a verbal parallel 

in ~!.ip i1~~ 1~'iJ (,Abodah Zarah 2:5). 

8 This formula (with 7rov) appears also in Philo, De Ebrietate § 14, Quod Deus 
immutab., § 16, De Profugis § 36, De Congressu er. gr. § 31, and in Clement of Rome, 
[I] Epist. 152, 212, 262, 282, 425, and is generally taken as an Alexandrianism; yet 
see William Leonard, The Authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews (London, [1939]), 
"Mode of Scriptural Citation," pp. 265-287, especially pp. 275 and 283. Olof Linton 
cites no example of this indefinite formula in Clement of Alexandria; cf. Linton, 
"Fornkristina evangeliecitat i traditionshistorisk belysning," Svensk exegetisk arsbok, 
II (1937), 107-:136, especially 131-134. 
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Several other conventionalized formulas, referring to an unnamed 

passage or division, appear in both the NT and the Mishnah. Thus 

Ka~ EV ETEP~ AE')'H (where T67r~ is probably to be understood, Heb 5 6) 

finds a parallel in '~i~ ''''~ ~l~~~ ("and another passage says," Sotah 
5 :3). The Mishnah also uses 'Ip?Ti i'~Q ("its fellow[-verse] teaches," 
'Abodah Zarah 2:5), iT~l~~ ("in the section," Sotah 5:1), ,~ ("a 

prohibitive law," Bikkurim 4:2; Qiddushin 1:7), and iT~l~iJ ("the 

parashah," Bikkurim 3 :6). '" 

The expression 'TJi, '~"'~r:J appears not infrequently (Sotah 6:3; 

Aboth 3:8; l;Iullin 8:4; 9:5; 10:1; Temurah 6:4; etc.)9 This formula is 

interpreted quite variously. Marti and Beer in the Giessen edition of 

Aboth translate, "Abel' die Schrift lehrt" (p. 73), dropping a footnote 

indicating that literally it is, "Belehrung ist zu sagen." In his Wo'rterbuch 
Levy (s. v. '~"'~r:J) gives the sense with "Daher steht in del' Schrift~" 
Bacher interprets it, "Es liegt eine Lehre (eine Belehrung) del' Schrift 

in dem, was sie sagt" (op. cit., p. 200). Jastrow explains it in his Diction
ary (s. v. '~"'~r:J), "There is a teaching in the Scriptural text to intimate, 

the text reads (may be read)." Danby usually translates the phrase by 

"Scripture says." The NT has no verbal analogy to this formula. 

Perhaps the nearest in sense are AE')'H ')'ap ~ ')'pacf>~ (Rom 9 17) and 

aAAa TL AE')'H ~ ')'pacp~; (Gal 430). 

Formulas which refer more precisely to some one part of the Scrip

tures are the following: Although the Mishnah refers to the Scriptures 

as a whole by the word iTliM (Aboth 6:7, where all six quotations thus 

introduced are from Proverbs), usually the word is used in its more 

precise meaning, as iTliM iT1Tit$ ("the Law has said," l;Iullin 12 :5). The 

root ,:1, frequently appears with the word "Law," as iTliM~ :1~l1~tfiT?,? 

("that which is written in the Law," Pesal;im 6:2) and :lm~iJ '~~~ 

iTliM~~ ("because of what is written in the Law," l;Iallah 4:10; Bikkurim 

1 :3). Likewise in the NT the word v6/Jos refers occasionally to the 

Scriptures as a whole, as EV T4l v6/J~ ')'E')'pa7rTaL (I Cor 1421, referring 

to Isaiah 2811), OVK ~(1'nv ,),E,),pa/J/JEvov EV T4l v6/J~ v/Jwv (John 1034, 

quoting Psalm 82 6), and Zva 7rAr]PW()fj 0 M')'os 0 EV T4l v6/Jel' aVTwv 

9 The form i~i~ is the qal infinitive of i~N with ~ and is equivalent to ibN?; see 
A. Geiger, Leltr- und Lesebuclt zur Spraclte der Miscltnah (Breslau, 1845), § 17, 4, and 
C. Siegfried and H. Strack, Lehrbuch der neultebriiisch~n SPrache (Berlin, 1884), § 98b. 
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,),E,),pa/J/JEVOS (John 1525, quoting Psalm 35 19). But more frequently 

v6/Jos precedes a quotation from the Pentateuch in the following 

I t, "'\ (R' 7 )' ~ 6 ~. , , formu as: 0 VO/JOS E/\E')'EV om 7, EV T~ V /J~ T~ V/JETEP~ ')'E')'pa7r-

TaL (John 8 17), Ka()QS ')'E')'pa7rTaL EV v6/J~ KvpLov (Luke 2 23), and 

Kara TO Elpr]/JEVOV EV T4l v6/J~ KvpLov (Luke 2 24). The NT also refers 

anonymously to the Prophet(s), 0 7rpOCP~Tr]S AE')'EL (Acts 7 48), OiJTWS 

')'E')'pa7rTaL OLa TOU 7rpOCP~TOV (Matt 2 5), ~(1'nv ,),E,),pa/J/JEVOV EV TO~S 

7rpocp~TaLs (John 6 45), TO Elpr]/JEVOV EV TO~S 7rpocp~TaLs (Acts 13 40), 

and Ka()QS ')'E')'pa7rTaL EV {3L{3A~ TWV 7rPOCPr]TWV (Acts 7 42). 

Among the more precise formulas are those which involve the name 

of a Biblical character or section of Scripture. In the Mishnah Moses, 

Joshua, David, and Ezekiel are referred to in introductory formulas; thus, 

'b~? '9'l:tll iT~'" 111il1~ :1mf~ ("as it is written in the Law of thy 
servant Moses, saying," Yoma 3:8; 6:2; see also 4:2), ll~iiT~ i, '?'?t$~ 
("for Joshua said to him [Achan]," Sanhedrin 6:12), '~9~ :1m~ Pl 
'~l~~ 'iJ~~ '11 '1~ 'll t:l'7DT;1 ("and thus it is written in the book of 
Psalms by the hands of David, King of Israel," Aboth 6:9, according to 

the textus receptus; MS Monacensis 95, ed. Strack, reads ",:1 U'~'" pro 
''''~lro ,~,tv' 1''''), and '?'?~A~ '~Rir:r~ '1.~·'1l ro'1~Ti ~m "~lJl 
("whereof he speaks expressly through Ezekiel, where it is said," 

Tamid 3:7; see also Middoth 4:2). In the NT Mwv(1'7]s appears with 

AE')'H (Rom 10 19), E!7rEV (Matt 22 24; Acts 3 22), ')'pa<pH (Rom 

105), and ~')'pa1/;Ev (Mark 1219; Luke 2028). More precise is EV T4l 
MWV(1'EWS v6/J~ ')'E')'pa7rTaL (I Cor 9 9). Similarly Isaiah, Jeremiah, 

Hosea, Joel, Daniel, and Enoch are quoted by name in the following 

varieties of formulas: 'H(1'a'tas AE')'H (Rom 1016), 'H(1'a'tas a7rOTOA/Jq, 

Ka~ AE')'H (Rom 1020), EhEV 'H(1'a'tas (John 12 39), 'H(1'a'tas KparEL V7rep 

TOU 'I(1'pa~A (Rom 9 27), Ka()QS 7rpOELpr]KEV 'H(1'a'tas (Rom 9 29), Ka()QS 

E!7rEV 'H(1'a'tas 0 7rPO<P~Tr]S (John 1 23), E7rPOcf>~TEV(1'EV 'H(1'a'tas ••• 

WS ')'E')'pa7rTaL (Mark 7 6), E7rPOcf>~TEV(1'EV 7rEP~ V/JWV 'H(1'a'tas AE')'WV 
(Matt 15 7), aVa7rAr]pOUTaL aVTO~S ~ 7rpocf>r]TeLa 'H(1'a'tov ~ AE,),oV(1'a 

(Matt 13 14), WS "(E')'pa7rTaL EV {3L{3AL~ M,),wv 'H(1'a'tov TOU 7rPOcf>~TOV 

(Luke 3 4), Ka()ws "(E')'pa7rTaL EV T4l 'H(1'a'tov T4l 7rpo<P~T'(J (Mark 1 2), 
tva 0 M')'os 'H(1'a'tov TOU 7rP0<p*TOV 7rAr]PW()fj 8v e!7rEV (John 1238), 

tva (or 87rws) 7rAr]PW()fj TO pr]()ev OLa 'H(1'a'tov TOU 7rPO<P~TOV AE')'OVTOS 

(M 12 ) "'" • J. ()' 11 "H .,. ~ , att 4 14; 8 17; 17 , OVTOS E(1'nV 0 prJ ELS uLa (1'aLOV TOV 7rP0<pr]TOV 
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A€'YovroS (Matt 3 3), ro 7rveuJ.uJ, ro Ci'Ywv EAaA'I]lJ'eV od/' 'HlJ'a'tov rou 
7rpocp~rou .•• A€'YWV (Acts 2825), E7rA'I]pw8'1] ro p'I]8Ev o~a 'IepefJ,Lou 
rou 7rpocp~rou A€'Yovros (Matt 2 17; 27 9, although in this last passage 
it is really Zechariah who is quoted), WS €v r0 'QIJ''I]E A€'Ye~ (Rom 925), 

rour6 ElJ'n ro elp'l]fJ,€VOV OLa rou 7rpocp~rou 'Iw~A (Acts 2 10), ro 
P'I]8EV o~a LlaV~~A 7'OU 7rpocp~7'OV (Matt 24 15), E7rpocf>~reulJ'ev OE Ka~ 

rovro~s ~{300J.1.0S a7rO 'AoaJ.1. 'EvwX AE'YWV (Jude 14). 
The Psalter is referred to as follows: 'YE'Ypa7rra~ Ev.{3L{3AqJ if;aAJ.1.WV 

(Acts 120), Llaulo A€'Ye~ EV {3L{3AqJ if;aAJ.1.WV (Luke 2042), Llaulo A€'YH 
(Rom 11 9; compare Acts 234) or Ll. A. els (aur6v, Acts 225), Llaulo 
eI7rev EV r0 7rveVJ.1.an 7'0 a'YLqJ (Mark 12 36), ~OH 7rA'I]pw8~va~ r~v 

't.\ ,.... , ,.... \ II ~ \, A \~ I 'Ypacp'l]v 'l]v 7rPOH7rE ro 7rVEufJ,a ro a'Ywv u~a IJ'roJ.1.aros L.l.au~U 7repL ... 
(Acts 1 16),0 [sc. 8EOS] rou 7rarpos "'J.1.WV o~a 7rvevfJ,aros a'YLou IJ'r6J.1.aTos 
Llaulo 7ra~06s IJ'OU el7rwv (Acts 425 according to B ~ A E, but this is 
ungrammatical;"· Westcott and Hort suspect a primitive error here), 
EV Llavlo A€-YWV (Heb 4 7, with 0 8e6s as the subject). 

In Pesal;tim 5:7 ~~i'Ji'J appears and in Yoma 7:1 the book of Numbers 
is referred to by name. 

Two passages in the NT employ the dative case of a proper name to 

indicate the general location of the passage quoted: A€'Ye~ '" 'Ypacp~ r0 
<Papaw (Rom 917) and '" 'Ypacp~ .. . 7rpoeU'l]'Y'YeALlJ'aTO r0 'A{3paafJ, 
(Gal 3 8). 

The most precise formulas of quotation are those which involve an 
expression referring to a particular section of text. Lacking more definite 
divisions of chapters and verses, it was necessary, if one wished to refer 
to a special passage, to utilize catchwords or brief references to the 
contents of the passage. The only dearH example in the Mishnah is 

'n~ 'l:?1~ ~m l.?l (Aboth 3 :7), which Danby interprets, "And it is 

10 J. H. Ropes believes that the reading of the old uncial group "is probably to be 
adopted here." He continues, "To assume, as the Antiochian revisers appear to have 
done, that both TOV 7rUTPOS 'Y]Jl.wv and 7rIlEVJl.uros o,'YtoV were interpolated, imputes 
too great ineptitude to the supposed primitive interpolatoR, whose text was certainly 
widely adopted; and the hypothesis is intrinsically too easy to be safe," The Text of 
Acts (= The Beginnings of Christianity; Part I, The Acts of the Apostles, edd. F. J. Foakes 
Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, vol. III) (London, 1926), p. 40. 

II Perhaps Sanhedrin 6:2 approaches this usage, 1~~=il 1l'i'~ 1~~ ("For so have we 
found it with [lit. in] Achan"). 
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written in [the Scripture concerning] David." The reference is to the 

history of David in I Chron 29 14. 

Two such examples are found in the NT. The question, OUK aVE'Y
vwre EV rv {3L{3AqJ MwvlJ'€wS E7rl rou {3arou; (Mark 12 26), which Luke 
reproduces MwvlJ'~s EJ.1.~VUlJ'ev E7r1. r~s {3arov (20 37), refers to the 
narrative of the burning thorn bush in Exod 3 6. Similarly Paul asks 

the question OUK otoare EV 'HAL{t rL A€'YE~ '" 'Ypacp~ ..• ; (Rom 11 2), 
referring to the narrative of Elijah in I Kings 19 10.". 

The most precise reference of all is that in Acts 13 33, which is probably 
the earliest known citation of a Psalm by number. The text is uncertain; 

B ~ A C 81 read WS EV r0if;aAJ.1.0 'YE'Ypa7rra~ r0 oeur€pqJ, but WS EV r0 
7rpwrqJ if;aAJ.1.0 'Y€'Ypa7rra~ is read by D d gig Origen, Hilary, and Latin 
mss. known to Bede."3 The passage quoted in Acts is from what is now 
called Psalm 2; the "Western" reading reflects a practice of uniting the 

first and the second Psalms. 

II 

Both the NT and the Mishnah, as one would expect in view of their 
origin, contain many similar or identical formulas introducing quotations 
of Scripture.I4 When one compares the frequency of certain types of 
formulas, it is discovered that the Mishnah shows a great preference for 
those formulas involving a verb of saying, whereas in the NT the fre
quency of this type is more evenly balanced by the type containing a 

reference to the written record. 

12 Similarly Philo, De Agricultura § 24, Al:'YE~ 'Yap Ell To,~s &po,~s, referring to 
Gen 3 15. The Homeric poems were likewise commonly quoted in antiquity by brief 
references to the contents of the several sections. 

13 Ropes favors the latter reading, op. cit., pp. 263-265. 
14 In certain cases the similarity is to be explained on the basis of a common depend

ence on formulas introducing literary references in the OT, as, e. g., Joshua 8 31, :l1nf~ 
il~1.) nlil'l iF;lQ:;1, LXX (92b) Ku8a 'YE'YPU7rTat Ell n!J 116J1.,,) Mwijo-~; or with a verb of 
saying, Num 21 14, illil' nil.)q7~ i~Q=il il;?t;I~ 1~"1,1, LXX, ota TOUTO AE'YETUt Ell (3t{3'Al,,) 
IT6'AEJl.oS TOU Kvplov; see also Deut 28 58,61; Josh 834; 10 13; 236, II Sam 118, I Kings 
11 41; 1419; II Kings 13 12; 23 24, 28; I Chron 9 1; 2929; II Chron 12 15; 2034; 25 4; 35 12; 
Ezra 618; etc. As one would expect, certain of these OT formulas, particularly those 
involving the idea of writing, reappear in Josephus; see Adolf Schlatter, Die Theologie 
des Judentums naclt dem Bericht des Josefus (=Beitrage zur Forderung cltristlicher Theo
logie, 2. Reihe, 26. Band) (Giitersloh, 1932), pp. 64 f. It may also be mentioned that in 
the fragments of the so-called Zadoldte Work a quotation is usually introduced by the 
"as He said," more rarely "as God said," or with the name of the human author, "as 
Moses [Isaiah, Ezekiel, Zechariah] said." See R. H. Charles in The Apocrypha and 
Pseudepigrapha nf the Old Testament, II (Oxford, 1913), 789. 
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It is noticeable likewise that the NT makes use of a much greater 
variety of types of formulas than does the Mishnah. This is not sur
prising, for the writings of the NT include a much greater range of 
literary genres than does the Mishnah. 

All varieties of formulas indicate that the contributors to the NT 
and to the Mishnah had the very highest view of the inspiration of the 
Scriptures which they quote.rs Both corpora contain not a few examples 
where the subject of the verb of saying in the formula may be either the 
Scriptures or God.I6 Indeed, so habitual was the identification of the 
the divine Author with the words of Scripture that occasionally per
sonality is attributed to the passage itself. 

On the other hand, both the Mishnah and the NT recognize the 
instrumentality of human authors in the production of the Scriptures 
which each quotes. The former refers, rather infrequently, to Moses, 
Joshua, David, and Ezekiel; the latter refers, with relatively greater 
frequency than does the Mishnah, to Moses, David, Isaiah, Jeremiah, 

Daniel, Hosea, Joel, and Enoch. 
I t is not surprising also that the NT and the Mishnah, though 

agreeing in the use of many formulas, differ in the choice of certain other 
formulas. Thus, as was pointed out above, the Mishnah makes use of 
a phrase, '~i'? i'lJ~lj, which has no apparent parallel in the NT. This 
formula is particularly appropriate in a body of literature which became 
the basis of the Talmud (compare the first word of the formula). 

Another characteristic difference is the relatively large number of 
occurrences in the NT (in Matthew and John) of formulas containing 
the verb 7rAT]pOVV, o.va7rAT]pOVV, or TEAEWVV. Whether the tva with 
which these formulas are prefixed is to be intet'preted as having a telic 
or an ecbatic force,'7 the significance of the formulas for the purposes of 
the present analysis is not greatly altered. In either case the occurrence 
of certain events was held to be involved in the predetermined plan of 

IS Cf. B. B. Warfield, " 'It Says': 'Scripture Says': 'God Says,'" Revelation and 
Inspiration (New York, 1927), pp. 283-332. 

16 The author of Hebrews cites the words of Scripture as the words of God even 
where the OT does not so characterize them, and where the words are in the third person 
about God (1 6, 7, 8; 44, 7; 721; 1030b). 

11 It is probably telic, so Albert Debrunner, Friedrich Blass' Grammatik des neu
testamentlichen Griechisch, 8te Auf!. (G6ttingen, 1949), § 391, Anm. 5, and Emil Kloster
mann, Das Matthiiusevangelium (Handbuch zum Neuen Testament, 4), 2te Aufl.. (Tiibin
gen, 1927), p. 9. This judgment is strongly supported by the occasional .mbstitution of 
<J7rWS for tva in the formula. 
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God revealed in the Scriptures. That the Mishnah makes no use of this 
formulaIS cannot be accounted for in terms merely of the . difference 
between the literary genre of the NT as a whole and of the Mishnah as a 
whole. The real reason is far more deep-seated than that and is to be 
traced ultimately to two differing interpretations of history. More 
precisely, the characteristically Christian view of the continuing activity 
of God in the historical events comprising the life, death, and resurrection 
of Jesus of Nazareth, fulfilling and completing the divine revelation 
recorded in the OT, is reflected even in the choice of formulas introducing 
quotations of Scripture in the NT. 

IS This statement is not contradicted by SheqaIim 6:6 and Baba Qamma 3:9 (quoted 
above) where the pi'el of tl1P, though properly translated "fulfilled," is used in a way 
quite unlike the 7rA17Povv-formula in the NT. In these passages in the Mishnah, the 
Scripture which is quoted is said to be fulfilled by anyone whenever he complies with the 
Mosaic precept; there is no suggestion of a divine agent effectually fulfilling at one period 
in history his pre-disclosed plan, as is involved in the NT usage. Furthermore, even in 
later rabbinical writings the formula 'l,)~i~-iTl,) (tl'~R7) tl~R? bears only a superficial 
resemblance to tva 7rA17PwfJf/ TO P17fJEV, et sim. It is significant that the three examples 
of this formula which H. L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck quote (Kommentar zum Neuen 
Testament aus Talmud und Midrasch, I [1922], 74) from the Babylonian Talmud and 
the Siphre Deut. as parallels to Matt 122 are, in their contexts, general and lacking in 
any teleological import. Bacher cites (op. cit., p. 170) but one example (from Seder 
'Olam, c. 27 fin.) where Jose b. I;Ialafta refers to the fulfillment of a prophetic word 
(Jer 9 g) through a historical event. 


